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INTEGRITY

learning objectives

1. Identify the challenges and limitations of achieving net-zero energy at 
a building level within a higher education campus;

2. Educate peers about the opportunities for scaling net-zero energy 
concepts at a campus level;

3. Learn to implement the key steps involved in planning for a net-zero 
campus;

4. Discuss how to overcome the practical challenges in scaling up net-
zero at a campus level.



What’s your institution type?

Education
Government Agency

Healthcare
Other



Net Zero Energy and Campuses

Why?
Mission Alignment

American College and University President’s Climate Commitment

Long-Term Capital and Operations Planning

Opportunities
Utility Providers

Diverse Building Types

Life-Cycle Mindset



INTEGRITY

overview of today

1 – Language of Net-Zero Energy 

2 – Case Study #1 – West-MEC

3 – Case Study #2 – LBCCD  

4 – Q&A 



Defining Net Zero Energy

Zero Energy Building (ZEB) 
an energy-efficient building where, on a source energy basis, 
the actual annual delivered energy is less than or equal to the on-site 
renewable exported energy.

Zero Energy Campus
an energy-efficiency campus where, on a source energy basis, the 
actual annual delivered energy is less than or equal to the on-site 
renewable exported energy.

Zero Energy Portfolio
same as above, but with portfolio instead of campus.

Zero Energy Community: 
same as above, but with community instead of campus. 

WB Pg. 1



boundaries

WB Pg. 4

Building vs Campus 
Net Zero Energy Challenge #1

Defining the boundary

By definition ZNE is achieved if 
Delivered Energy is less than or equal 
to Exported Energy



campus energy

• Benchmarking (ENERGY STAR)
Median Site EUI: 130.7 kBTU/yr-gsf
Median Source EUI: 262.6 kBTU/yr-gsf

• Variables
Campus Utility System
Building Types
Academic Calendar
Building Stock Vintage
Submetering

• Opportunity with a campus
Diversity of programs
Diversity of generation assets

WB Pg. 5



Zero energy = Zero carbon = Zero cost
Definitions are key: Boundary driven

31.5% efficiency

WB Pg. 3 + 10

Building vs Campus 
Net Zero Energy Challenge #2

Choosing the right metric

ZNE Site vs ZNE Source
ZNE Energy vs ZNE Carbon vs ZNE 
Cost

not all metrics are created equal



source energy

WB Pg. 4

Site to Source Ratio

Electricity – 3.15
Natural Gas – 1.09

Exported Electricity – 3.15

Opportunity with a Campus
Diversity of fuel sources



Defining Net Zero Carbon

WB Pg. 1 + 2

Opportunity with a Campus
Address a range of sustainability 
aspects than just energy



types of energy

• Non-renewable vs.
Renewable

• Embodied Energy

• Water-Energy Nexus

Opportunity with a Campus

• Address a range of 
sustainability aspects 
than just energy



campus energy
energy by end use

WB Pg. 5

Building vs Campus 
Net Zero Energy Challenge #3

Applying the right strategies at the 
right scale to achieve ZNE



design for net zero

net zero approach

When considering 
strategies:

• Life cycle costs 
including maintenance

• Procurement of fuel 

Opportunity with a 
Campus

• Several strategies are 
practical, efficient and 
cost effective at a 
campus level



• Step 1: Vision

• Identify drivers and set goals with timelines

• Convert goals into measurable KPIs (Key 
Performance Indicators)

• Step 2: Macro-scale Plan

• Implementable plan that identifies

• Strategies to achieve set goals.

• Projects that includes Strategies with 
acceptable ROI.

• Timelines with funding opportunities.

• Step 3: Micro-scale Initiatives

• Measurable and verifiable implementation projects

• At campus level

• At building level

steps in net zero energy planning



case studies



West-MEC SW Campus



master plan



context



master plan



master plan



design concept



master plan



master plan

design concept to reality



active learning



cognitive learning



collaborative learning



net-zero design



net-positive design



lessons learned

Creating a ‘microgrid’ – scale down

• Establish the electrical load and its upstream electrical utility impact 
• Recognize the infrastructure limitations - medium voltage service in lieu of a series of 3000 Amp services as 

determined by utility company
• Solar technology advancements are advantageous 

Building Usage Changes – good to do post-occupancy reviews to adjust master planning for future phases 
We were able to balance the additional need in energy through a much more aggressive passive design and optimized 
solar design.

If micro-grid is the vision, explore a variety of strategies:
- Diversity in usage between buildings
- Ownership of individual buildings over the period of development if it is not under one management
- Development agreements to include load shedding, connected utilities and utility purchase and sale costs
- Energy recovery between various building usages
- Maintenance agreements on centralized energy sources



LBCC IEMP



LBCC – Integrated Energy Master Plan



driving factors
• Develop an integrated energy master plan 

(IEMP) to primarily meet the requirements of 
Executive Order (EO) B-18-12.

• Align the IEMP with other energy policies such 
as EO B-30-15, EO S-3-05, AB 32 etc.

• Good stewards of public funds with 
environmentally conscious projects.

• Energy codes getting more stringent – driving 
toward zero net energy.

• Student population expecting stewardship.

• Include recommendations for larger 
sustainability goals as part of the IEMP as an 
additional scope.



IEMP goals



key metrics + timelines



scope and schedule



design recommendations 



setting targets



anticipated results 



anticipated results 



general fund savings 



general fund savings 



• Step 1: Vision

• Identify drivers and set goals with timelines

• Convert goals into measurable KPIs (Key 
Performance Indicators)

• Step 2: Macro-scale Plan

• Implementable plan that identifies

• Strategies to achieve set goals.

• Projects that includes Strategies with 
acceptable ROI.

• Timelines with funding opportunities.

• Step 3: Micro-scale Initiatives

• Measurable and verifiable implementation projects

• At campus level

• At building level

steps in net zero energy planning



QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

• Does your entire stakeholder team
understand the “Language of Net-Zero?”

• Where are you in the process of achieving 
entity wide net-zero energy?

• What are your primary challenges with 
accomplishing the goals?


